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Some volumes that deal with writers of children's literature are: American, one is Linnea Hendrickson's book, Children's Literature: A Guide to the Criticism Canadian Children's Illustrated Books in English Resources. This page is about Modern British children's literature links.
Understanding Children's Literature: Key Essays from the - Google Books Result Many scholars working in the field of children's literature told us how useful they, as a Theoretical Guide for Literacy and Literature Education, New Advocate Children's Literature: A Guide to the Criticism by Hendrickson. 22 Oct 2015. The Library collection includes journals that discuss, review and analyse children's and young adult literature. You can browse the issues and 21 Oct 2015. This is a guide for finding information related to children's literature. Review the tutorial to see how to use the CATALOG to find books. Children's Literature and Its Criticism: New Reference Guides Features searchable annotated bibliography which draws together significant articles, books, and dissertations of children's literature criticism. Bibliography of Children's Literature Criticism - University of Winnipeg Library criticismdatabases - Children's Literature Subject Guide. The University of British Columbia Library's guide to the history, criticism, & publishing of Canadian children's literature. The Canadian Children's Book Centre Children's Literature Resources - Library Guides at UC Berkeley Blyton has captivated children worldwide for almost eighty years, but there has, to show how adult criticism has consistently missed the secret of her appeal. to Children's Literature 1992, and an enthusiast's guide to the Famous Five. Subject Guide: Children's Literature - University Libraries In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Students of children's literature have reason to welcome the appearance of three new reference tools. Literary Theory - Children's Literature - Library Guides at Purdue. Research Guides and Indexes. *** indicates an Internet resource that in my opinion is particularly valuable.